Networks of internal trunk-loading activities under controlled trunk-motion conditions.
Many attempts have been made to describe the activity of the internal trunk-loading components (muscles and intra-abdominal pressure) in response to external forces acting on the trunk, as is often the case in the workplace. Most models that describe the activity of these internal components are static and do not consider the time series of events that occurs during performance of a task under dynamic conditions. This research has investigated the time sequence activity of ten trunk muscles and intra-abdominal pressure in ten males as they produced sagittally symmetric maximum trunk extension motions (lifting motions) at different velocities. These exertions include an isometric exertion and isokinetic exertions equal to 25, 50, 75 and 100% of a subject's maximum extension velocity. Several event times were noted for each internal trunk-loading component, and hypothesis tests were performed to determine which of these event times were statistically different from each other under the various motion conditions. This information was used to construct networks of internal trunk-loading activities under the various motion conditions. Time-series events that occur under all conditions, as well as those that changed as a function of velocity, have been identified. This information will be useful for the construction of dynamic internal trunk models, and will facilitate the assessment of dynamic loading of the lumbar spine in the workplace.